We have modified the Herwig event generator to incorporate diffractive interactions. All standard Herwig hard subprocesses are available.
Introduction
The modifications to Herwig that are necessary to incorporate diffractive collisions are relatively simple once it is noticed that pomeron exchange events in hadron -hadron colliders look very much like resolved photoproduction events in lepton -hadron colliders. In resolved photoproduction in ep collisions, for example, the process is modeled by the incoming lepton radiating a quasi-real photon according to a simple flux formula. The photon is then treated as a hadronic object with a structure function, which undergoes a collision with the beam proton. Similarly, single diffractive collisions in proton -proton collisions may be modeled by assuming that one of the beam protons emits a pomeron, again according to some flux formula, which subsequently undergoes an interaction with the other beam proton. All that is necessary, therefore, to simulate a single diffractive collision in a pp collision is to replace the photon flux with a suitable pomeron flux factor, and the photon structure function with a pomeron structure function, and run Herwig in ep mode rather than pp mode. The electron should then be identified with the proton which remains intact after the diffractive scattering. This process may be generalised to include sub-leading exchanges, and to perform double pomeron collisions and diffractive DIS as will be described below.
Installing the Code
The code can be obtained on request from the authors, or from [1] . There are two Herwig routines which must be replaced. HWSFUN has been modified to call the H1 diffractive structure function routine H1QCD [2] in the case of pomeron exchange, or to use the neutral pion structure function [3] in the case of reggeon exchange. HWEGAM substitutes the H1 pomeron or reggeon flux for the photon flux. The flux itself is calculated by the new routine FLUX. Of course, once this is done, Herwig cannot be used to generate any process in which resolved photons are necessary. In all other respects, Herwig will behave normally.
The structure function of the exchange should be selected for the electron beam particle in the collision, as one would do to simulate resolved photoproduction in an eP collision. For example, if beam particle 1 is the electron (playing the role of the diffracted proton), then setting Herwig parameter MODPDF(1) = -1 and NSTRU = 6 will cause the H1 pomeron structure function to be used for beam particle 1
1 . Similarly, setting NSTRU = 7 will select reggeon exchange. The parameters in the H1 pomeron structure function routine are set via an initialisation call to H1QCD.
To initialise the H1 pomeron structure function, the call should be made from the Herwig routine HWABEG as follows;
INTEGER ifit DOUBLE PRECISSION XPQ(-6:6),X,Q2 Q2=75 ifit=2 X=0.1 call QCD 1994(X,Q2,XPQ,ifit) Details of the parameters can be found in the H1QCD routine. The above parameters select the NLO fit 2, at Q 2 = 75 GeV, as described in [2] . For the reggeon, the Owens Pion structure function [3] is used, although this could be changed trivially if desired.
The Herwig parameter Q2WWMN and Q2WWMX set t min and t max respectively. YWWMIN and YWWMAX set x min IP and x max IP . That this is the case should be clear from the method of implementation of diffractive collisions described in the introduction.
The default parameters for the pomeron and reggeon fluxes are those found by the 1 Note that these parameters must be set after the call to HWIGIN 
Quantity Value
where α IP (t) = α IP (0) + α ′ IP t and α IR (t) = α IR (0) + α ′ IR t. The normalisation of the pomeron flux N is defined such that f IP/p = 1 at x IP = 0.003.
Summary of available processes
The processes currently available in Pomwig are summarised in table 2. The particular hard subprocess required is set as usual via Herwig parameter iproc. Note that at present for double pomeron exchange, it is only possible to simulate pomeron -pomeron or reggeon -reggeon collisions, and not pomeron -reggeon. In diffractive DIS (iproc=19000), the pomeron is always emitted from the second beam particle. Note also that process eP → eP X in table 2 refers only to diffractive DIS. Pomwig is unable at present to generate this process with a resolved photon component.
The Event Record
In order to make the modifications clear, we show the start of a typical event record for two example processes, diffractive dijet production and Higgs production via pomeron-pomeron fusion, both at the Tevatron 2 . The single diffractive process Process BEAM1 BEAM2 MODPDF(1) MODPDF(2) NSTRU PP → P X E+P -1 pdflib select 6 (or 7) PP →P X P E+ pdflib select -1 6 (or 7) PP → PP X E+ E+ -1 -1 6 (or 7) eP → eP X E+ E+ N/A -1 6 (or 7) Table 2 : The diffractive processes available in Pomwig PP → P X is shown in table 3. For this process, Herwig parameter iproc should be set to 11500. If diffractive W production were required, with the W decaying to electrons only, iproc would be set to 11451, and so on. The pomeron is represented in the event record by entry 4, labelled GAMMA. x IP for this event is 0.0067. Entry 5 in the event record, labelled E+, is the scattered proton. In the hard subprocess, entry 6 is the parton from the pomeron, and entry 7 is the parton from the proton. β for this event is 0.22. Table 4 : Extract from a typical event record for Higgs production via pomeronpomeron fusion at Tevatron run II
